German Week in MGSU

Our university is proud of the graduates and always with a great interest watches further progress, career take-off and achievements of all who were studying with us and tries not to lose contact with colleagues from other countries. We well know that many of them became famous political and public figures, outstanding scientists, businessmen.

Keeping our traditions, the Moscow State University of Civil Engineering, with assistance of the German house of science and innovations in Moscow (DWIH) organized and host the German week "The international integration in the sphere of construction education and scientific and technical cooperation.

According to the program the following events with participation of our German graduates were held:

- A seminar "Actual problems and problems of building industry from a position of graduates of MISI-MGSU";
- Open lectures of prof. Bauhaus University of Weimar Dr. Heiko Kirschke;
- Excursion to the main scientific and educational and to the MGSU research centers;
- Open lectures of Knut Hartenstein professor of University of applied technical and economic sciences of Berlin;
- The meeting with professors of the MGSU at the faculties;
- Big excursion program for Moscow.

The German week was opened by the seminar "Actual problems and problems of building industry from a position of graduates of MISI-MGSU". The seminar was opened by the President of
MGSU V. I. Telichenko. Also the coordinator of the project of the German house of science and innovations in Moscow (DWIH) Dr. Martin Krispin and professor Bauhaus of University of Weimar Dr. Heiko Kirschke handled a welcoming speech to guests, employees and students of our university.

At a seminar there were heard the interesting reports of our graduates. Mr. Helmut Holter made the report on the subject "reconstruction of the cities in east lands after reunion of Germany" and Dr. Heiko Kirschke on the subject "BIM in educational process"

The first day of the German week ended with excursion on the leading scientific and educational and research centers of our university. All guests noted the incredible development of our university, its high-tech equipment of the centers and laboratories, a wide range of scientific questions and problems which are solved by university now.

During the excursion our graduates visited the Museum MGSU where they wrote some words in the Book of honorable guests. They wrote there the first lines of the Anthem of MGSU which they still remember! The second day of a seminar was continued by presentation of the prof. Dr. Knut Hartenstein on the subject "Automatic Control of Construction Cars at Different Times" and by the engineer Bernd Kirmse with his presentation "The modern systems of vibration insulation applied at construction of unique buildings and constructions of Russia. A state and prospects" and by the engineer Wolfgang Hintze on the subject "Operation of the German Construction and Mountain Cars in Siberia".
Each of speakers allocated time in the presentation and told about his studied in MISI, about that time as well. The second day ended with a meeting of the German graduates with teachers of our institutes. At institutes our guests were welcomed by the management of institute, our graduates met teachers, in a warm friendly atmosphere remembered how they have been studied in MISI.

The next day there was open lectures of Dr. Heiko Kirschke for students in MGSU, graduate students and young specialists of EUIS institute in the subject "3D modeling-the first BIM level" and open lectures of the prof. Dr. Knut Hartenstein in the subject "Quasi Logic and KNN at Automatic Control of Cars" for students, graduate students and young specialists of IESM institute.

The students and young specialists of our university could get acquainted with the best practices in the presented areas, had opportunity to communicate to professors and to get a lot of useful information for themselves.

The German week came to the end with big excursion across Moscow.

Accompanied by the skilled guide, by comfortable bus, guests passed on the most beautiful streets and the districts. Saw the Monument of Space Subjugators located on Kosmonavtiki Avenue, the homestead of the Count Sheremetyev, Ostankino Television Tower, got acquainted with the Temple of the Mother of God "Unintentional Pleasure", A. Raikin's theater, sport center Olympic and the Oldest in Moscow circus n.a. Yu. Nikulin.

During excursion guests made three stops and could take a walk on mountain Vorobyov, admire a panorama of Moscow from height of bird's flight, saw the sport center territory Luzhniki, the Novodevichy Convent and Moscow State University. Visited Mosfilmovskaya Street, saw a film studio Mosfilm, visit the avenue of stars of the Russian cinema. On Poklonnaya Gora passed across the museum territory, open-air, where saw the unique exhibits of military equipment which were taking part in fights of the Great Patriotic War. We also made a tour around the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour and the Moscow Kremlin, saw a monument to Peter I on the Moskva River, ancient Zamoskvorechye, Lenin and Kutuzovsky prospectuses, skyscrapers the Moscow City, government house of the Russian Federation, the Garden ring, the Boulevard ring, New Arbat. We passed through
central squares of the city, admired Big and Small theaters on the Theatrical square, and in the end of excursion, passing on modern Mira Avenue Street, saw the Botanical garden, Seraphim Sarov's chapel, the temple of an icon of the Tikhvin Mother of God. After a sightseeing tour our guests visited the Pushkin museum of the fine arts.

Also, guests visited the Bolshoi Theatre where listened to the opera "Boris Godunov".

Our graduates remained are very happy with visit of our university. After 44 years they went back and that day took away home warm memories of MGSU and Moscow.
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